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Current cellular spectrum in US
Total available bandwidth = ~600MHz
700MHz auctioned in 2008
- $18,957,582,150
- 1090 licenses

300MHz

AWS-3 auctioned in 2015
- $41,329,673,325
- 1611 licenses

900MHz

1.7GHz

700-800MHz
u

: CLR
: AWS-1
: 700 MHz
: Unlicensed

: PCS
: AWS-3
: 800 MHz
: BRS/EBS

2.1GHz
2.4GHz 2.5-2.7GHz
1.8-2GHz

3GHz

Spectra below 3 GHz is packed and $$/Hz of bandwidth is huge

See e.g. http://wireless.fcc.gov/auctions/default.htm?job=auction_summary&id=73

To get more bandwidth, need to go to higher carrier frequencies
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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Future cellular spectrum could be in the
mmWave bands (30GHz to 300GHz)

~4 GHz
LMDS
0.85 GHz

27 GHz

: Proposed by FCC in 2015

7 GHz

Unlicensed

1.6 GHz
1.4 GHz

7 GHz

37 GHz 40 GHz

57 GHz

Auctioned in 2000
- $410,649,085 / 2,173 licenses
u
u

10 GHz E-band

7 GHz

64 GHz

71 GHz

86 GHz

Expected to be unlicensed
Even more is available above 90GHz

Lots of potential spectrum currently used for backhaul or legacy systems
Different licensing options available for many bands
Spectrum for 5G is ready!!!
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MmWave regulation worldwide

E-band

V-band

Unlicensed bands

Open

u

Special interest on the V-band and the E-band

Closed

Under review

No information

ª Fragmention of the V-band in many countries
ª FCC has just proposed rulemaking of mmWave bands for mobile cellular

Situation today is still not well harmonized

TFI   Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  Jan.  21,  2016
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X capacity improvement

What are the potential rate gains with mmWave?
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Upper cmWave 28 GHz:
500 MHz (expect 10x)

28	
  d ense

72	
  s parse

72	
  d ense

Expect 40x

mmWave 72 GHz:
2 GHz (expect 40x)

MmWave gains are more than a spectrum multiplier
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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Implications of using millimeter wave spectrum
Shared licensed access
possible to reduce cost,
give carriers access to
more spectrum*

satellite
communications

carrier A

Cognitive radio for
shared spectrum with
satellite or radar*

surface movement
radar (K, Ka bands)
cellular communications

Different propagation models**

carrier B

TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016

Antennas are much smaller**
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Implications of mmWave on new 5G killer apps
Vehicle
driving
cloud
AUTONOMOUS
ROBOTS
small size
equipment

VIRTUAL
REALITY
high data rate

mmWave
base station

AUTONOMOUS
DRIVING
high data rates
V2X COMMUNICATIONS
low latency

MmWave high data rates are required in different 5G scenarios

TFI   Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  Jan.  21,  2016
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Differentiating features of mmWave
Directional and adaptive antenna arrays

TFI   Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  Jan.  21,  2016
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The conformal topology further maximizes the
range of the beamsteering scanning angles in the
azimuth plane. Moreover, the slanted topology
conforms to the cellular device and enables the
designed mmWave antenna array to appear as
an extremely low profile metallic trace line that
Baseband channel
Transmitter
Receiver
encompasses the edges of the PCB. The width of
Array ant.
LNA
the trace lines is less than
(a)
PA0.2 mm, which is even
.. required from the
lessDAC
than the 1 mm spacing
...
FFT
ADC
IFFT
.
PCB edges for conventional surface mount tech16-element array 1
nologies (SMTs). From theNvantage
pointMIMO
of the
a
Nra .
.. Nc RF chains
..
.. layout,
t
Ntc RF chains
..
channel
hardware
the inclusion
of a total
of 32
.
. Phase shifters
. r
H
mmWave antenna elements requires a negligible
antenna footprint. Based
<0.2 mm
.. on this antenna solu...
FFT
ADC
IFFT
DAC
. antenna system may
tion, a truly massive MIMO
Mixer
actually be realizable
for mmWave 5G in the
RF beamformer
RF beamformer
long term.
The beam patterns of each set of phased
antennas
are synthesized
by the 28 GHz
Figure 2. Block diagram ofarray
a hybrid
beamforming
architecture.
RF unit, composed of 32 6-bit phase shifters,
power amplifiers, and low noise amplifiers for
the transmit
and receive paths, respectfully.
presented in [5], where linkand system-level
simulation results are provided
with
various
The phases
of the
28 GHz RF signal are indinumbers of transmit/receive
antennas
and RF
vidually
controlled
to form a beam in the
chains. Using a 500 MHz intended
bandwidth
at 28 GHz,
direction
along the azimuth plane.
[5] presents some notableEach
results
for
the
hybrid
RF/antenna
mesh grid antenna element within the two
beamforming system including
anantenna
8 dB gain
over
sets of
arrays
is connected with the 28
16-element array 2
the conventional spatial GHz
multiplexing
scheme
RF unit through K type coaxial connecand 8 Gb/s average sector throughput with 16
tors. The required RF signal phase information
(b)
antennas with 4 RF chains at the base station
required to steer the main lobe beam are stored
Modem
and 8 antennas with a single RF chain at the
Figure 3. Photographs of the mmWave 5G antenna system prototype: a)
and
retrieved
from
the
in-house
designed
basemobile station.
standalone view of the antenna array with K type coaxial connectors; b)
band modem.
integrated inside a Samsung cellular phone and zoomed in views of the
The modem analog front-end (AFE) is conmmWave antenna region.
nected to the RF port of the RF unit to transMMWAVE BEAMFORMING
mit and receive the complex analog baseband
PROTOTYPE
signal. The analog beamforming algorithm used
BS
In this section, we presentina this
detailed
description
work is
designed to search for and identiMS
of the mmWave beamforming
fy theprototype
strongest develtransmit and receive beam Array antenna
Diagnostic monitor
oped and tested at the DMC
R&D within
Center,
direction
45Samms. The current size of the
sung Electronics, Korea,
system modem prohibits full
RF including
unit and baseband
Figure 3. Configuration of the mmWave beamforming prototype.
configuration, key parameters,
and capabilities.
implementation
inside the cellular phone protoThe main purposes of thetype
mmWave
prototype
in this research.
We are exploring a numare to check the feasibility
of
mmWave
bands
ber of different approaches to completely
8 antennas into a sub-array, thus requiring only
for sufficiently large geographical coverage for
integrate the mmWave antenna array, RF unit,
4 RF units per channel instead of 32. The reduccellular services and support for mobility even in
baseband
modem in the foreseeable
future.
tion in the
number of RF paths results in a
NLoS environments. As and
a result,
an mmWave
In the meantime,
the mmWave
cellular of
phone
reduction
antenna gain at the desired angle
adaptive beamforming prototype
was developed
prototype
containing
two
sets
of
16-element
(except antenna boresight), a reduction of beam
including RF units, array antennas, baseband
mesh
grid antenna
isscanning
tested and
mea- and an increase in side lobe
ranges,
modems, and a diagnostic
monitor
(DM),arrays
as
sured in conjunction with a reference
mmWave
levels, but
still meets the overall beamforming
shown in Fig. 3.
base station
in Fig. 4.
requirements.
The resulting full width at half
Both transmit and receive
array prototype
antennasas illustrated
of the beam at the antenna
have two channels and each
comprises
32 antenThe
measurement
scenario maximum
is confined(FWHM)
to an
boresight
is approximately
10° horizontally and
na elements arranged in the
of a uniform
LOSform
environment
inside a laboratory
located
in
8 cm
20°
vertically
with
an
overall beamforming gain
planar array (UPA) with 8the
horizontal
and
4
verheadquarters of Samsung Electronics,
elements
(16 ×16)isarray
of 18phone
dBi. In
addition, a set256
of beam
patterns
tical elements, confined within
anSouth
area of
60 mm
Suwon,
Korea.
The cellular
proto(~24
dBi
antenna
gain)
reduce the feedback overhead
× 30 mm. This small footprint
possi- of 6predefined
type iswas
fixedmade
at a distance
m away fromtothe
required
for
the
adaptive
beamforming
operable by the short wavelength
of
the
carrier
frebase station prototype. Afterward, both mesh
tion between
the transmitter and the receiver,
quency at 27.925 GHz. grid
Twoantenna
channels
at the
arrays
are connected
to the two
27.925 GHz
Carrier frequency
where the overlapped beam patterns cover the
transmit and receive array antennas are designed
available downlink channels of the RF unit and

Use of directional and adaptive antenna arrays

Globecom 2014 Workshop - Mobile Communications in Higher Frequency Bands

RX

Antenna arrays provide
larger aperture

MIMO decoder

TX

Prototype 64
element
dielectric lens by
Nokia*

Baseband combiner

4

S/P

3

2

S/P

750*TB

1

P/S

isotropic
radiator

P/S

Superframe 30000*TB
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 0

Baseband precoder

MIMO encoder

ether to form a TTI or slot. The payload
140 NSC-CP blocks containing 1 pilot
k and 138 data blocks. 5 slots form a
rames form a TDM superframe. At a
ate, one slot period is exactly 100 us, one
superframe is 20 ms identical to 4G.
lable ADC rate have the system running
pling rate of 1.5 GHz. The numerology
tem is captured in Table 1.
mmWave aperture

Prototype phased
arrays by Samsung
**, ***

sub-6GHz aperture

8 cm

Figure 6. Experimental mmWave BS

A dielectric lens focuses the mmWave energy like an optical lens focuses light. The size and curvature of the lens deEarly mmWave
devices
simple
beam
termines
the gainwill
and use
beamwidth
of theadaptive
antenna. Figure
7 steering
ystem uses a standard LTE turbo decodshows a block diagram of the dielectric lens system. In this
error correction. Multiple LTE physical
case,Cthe
antenna is 28 dB and the corresponding
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  
onf.  gain
J an.  of
21,  the
2016
mapped into three consecutive NCP-SC
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Implications of adaptive arrays
New antennas, cables,
infrastructure, baseband

Interference is bursty,
less severe
stronger interference
weaker interference

Configuring the link
(beam pointing) is hard
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016

Beams should not be too
pointy due to mobility
10
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Differentiating features of mmWave
Blockage

TFI   Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  Jan.  21,  2016
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Blockage is a major channel impairment
X
line-of-sight

non-line-of-sight

blockage due to buildings

blockage due to people
User

Base  station

Handset

hand blocking

X
Blocked  by  users’  body

self-body blocking

Need models for blockage & system analysis including blockage
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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Implications of blockage
More BS/km2 and multibase
connectivity provide diversity

user with
no coverage

Indoor users not covered by
outdoor infrastructure

blocked
interferer
upper array
blocked with fingers

lower array
blocked by person

Multiple arrays on handset

TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016

unblocked interferer
used for macro diversity

Blockages reduce the
impact of interference
13
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Differentiating features of mmWave
Power consumption

TFI   Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  Jan.  21,  2016
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Power consumption may be high with mmWave

Power at 60 GHz
1GHz BW

LNA

RF
Chain

20mW
40mW
LNA

RF
Chain

ADC

200 mW 350 mW

Baseband
Baseband
processing
Precoding

ADC

Alternative mmWave MIMO architectures are needed
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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Implications of power consumption
Small size cell to
reduce PA power
consumption

RF
Chain

RF
combining

1-bit
ADC
ADC

Baseband
Combining

Lr

Nr
RF
Chain

Hybrid architecture at the BS
and the UE with many fewer
RF chains than antennas
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016

Process more
signals with lower
resolution

1-bit
ADC
ADC

Ns
Process a fraction of the
band per time slot at the
UE to reduce baseband
power consumption
16
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MmWave for 5G cellular

TFI   Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  Jan.  21,  2016
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Infrastracture becomes complicated w/ mmWave
small
cells

network
diversity

self-backhauled
networks

mmWave BS

Conventional BS at sub-6 GHz
Indoor user

Control signals

Femtocell

Buildings
LOS links

Data center

Multiple-BS access for
fewer handovers and
high rate

multi-band connectivity

TFI   Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  Jan.  21,  2016

mmWave D2D

NLOS interference
Non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
link

relays

18
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Revisiting building blockage
Option 2: Resort to lower
frequency and lower rate

Option1: Add more
infrastructure

Line-of-sight link
Non-line-of-sight link
(blocked by building)

Option 3: User…go around the
building if you want coverage

Need to cover the non-line-of-sight user
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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Revisiting body and self-body blocking
X

Unblocked BS

System must detect
blockage

Body
blocked BS

Network must support fast switching

Similar infrastructure requirements as building blockage
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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The conformal topology further maximizes the
range of the beamsteering scanning angles in the
Slides  ©   Robert  W.  Heath  Jr.  (2016)
azimuth plane. Moreover, the slanted topology
conforms to the cellular device and enables the
designed mmWave antenna array to appear as
an extremely low profile metallic trace line that
encompasses the edges of the PCB. The width of
the trace lines is less than 0.2 mm, which is even
(a)
less than the 1 mm spacing required from the
PCB edges for conventional surface mount tech16-element array 1
nologies (SMTs). From the vantage point of the
hardware layout, the inclusion of a total of 32
mmWave antenna elements requires a negligible
antenna footprint. Based on this antenna solu<0.2 mm
tion, a truly massive MIMO antenna system may
actually be realizable for mmWave 5G in the
long term.
The beam patterns of each set of phased
array antennas are synthesized by the 28 GHz
RF unit, composed of 32 6-bit phase shifters,
power amplifiers, and low noise amplifiers for
the transmit and receive paths, respectfully.
The phases of the 28 GHz RF signal are individually controlled to form a beam in the
intended direction along the azimuth plane.
Each mesh grid antenna element within the two
sets of antenna arrays is connected with the 28
16-element array 2
GHz RF unit through K type coaxial connectors. The required RF signal phase information
(b)
required to steer the main lobe beam are stored
Figure 3. Photographs of the mmWave 5G antenna system prototype: a)
and retrieved from the in-house designed basestandalone view of the antenna array with K type coaxial connectors; b)
band modem.
integrated inside a Samsung cellular phone and zoomed in views of the
The modem analog front-end (AFE) is conmmWave antenna region.
nected to the RF port of the RF unit to transmit and receive the complex analog baseband
signal. The analog beamforming algorithm used
BS
in this work is designed to search for and identiMS
fy the strongest transmit and receive beam
direction within 45 ms. The current size of the
Device picture from W. Roh et al. "Millimeter-wave
as an enabling
technology
for 5G cellular communications: theoretical feasibility and prototype results,"
RF unit andbeamforming
baseband modem
prohibits
full
21
TFI  Cinommunications  
Technology&  
Asset  
Valuation  
Conf.  
J an.  
1,  2014
2016
Communications Magazine,
IEEE , vol.52,
no.2,
pp.106-113,
February
implementation
inside
the 2
cellular
phone proto-

Revisiting hand blockage

no handset diversity

u
u

handset diversity

Multiple arrays on handset if space is available (hard with multi-band)
Train users not to block the arrays with their fingers (warning labels or shock)

Hand blockages and variable orientation require careful device engineering

Slides  ©   Robert  W.  Heath  Jr.  (2016)

Alternatives to more base stations
mmWave relay

Uses other devices
as a relay

Deploy
fixed
relays

X

X
mmWave BS

directed link blocked

Relays seem unlikely to be a long-term solution
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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How to backhaul mmWave base stations?
Out-of-band
wireless backhaul
possible in other
mmWave spectra

Wired backhaul
will require very
high capacity
Tens of Gbps

Inband wireless backhaul will
work due to pointy beams with
low overlap

Backhaul is a 5G killer

TFI   Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  Jan.  21,  2016
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Estimating potential performance gains
Carrier freq.

2 GHz

28 GHz

73 GHz

bandwidth

100 MHz

Varies

Varies

# of base station
antennas

2

8X8

20X20

# of UE antennas

2

2X2

5X5

TX power

46

30

30

Keep the same aperture in 28 and 73 GHz

Performance comparison including building blockages and
reasonable channel modeling assumptions
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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Comparing single-user downlink performance
Gain for mmWave

Large gain with dense BSs
deployment

15
10
5

“Black” in heatmap
indicates the same rate in
mmWave and 2 GHz

0
-5
-10
-15

Inter-site distance in meters

Gain over 2 GHz in cell throughput
(in dB)

MmWave bandwidth in MHz

28 GHz average rate

73 GHz average rate

Lower rate than 2 GHz in sparse
networks

Gain for sub-6 GHz

2GHz setup: bandwidth fixed as 100 MHz, while ISD varies

Inter-site distance in meters
100	
  m	
  in	
  ISD	
  =	
  	
  128	
  BS/	
  km2
200	
  m	
  in	
  ISD	
  =	
  	
  32	
  BS/	
  km2

MmWave cellular requires dense BSs to achieve high rate

TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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mmWave massive MIMO

TFI   Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  Jan.  21,  2016
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Massive MIMO is a sub-6 GHz 5G technology
Large antenna arrays
to increase cell throughput
Reduced out-of-cell
interference

Massive MIMO supports many users at the same time
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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Massive MIMO also works at mmWave
Less out of cell interference

256 antennas
or more @ BS
Large arrays
@ MS

Large arrays are a natural application of massive MIMO techniques
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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Implications of using mmWave for massive MIMO
MmWave massive MIMO
needs dense BS
deployment

Hybrid
precoding

Hybrid
combining

Number of users limited by
RF configuration

Hybrid
combining

Hybrid
combining

Choice of carriers depends on
base station density
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016

MmWave provides large gain in area
throughput in small-cell regime
29
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Comparing sub-6 GHz and mmWave massive MIMO
Carrier freq.

2 GHz

28 GHz

73 GHz

bandwidth

100 MHz

Varies

Varies

10

4

1

# of scheduled
user per cell
# of base station
antennas

Keep the same aperture in 28 and 73 GHz

8X8

16X16

40X40

# of UE antennas

1

2X2

5X5

TX power (DL/ UL)

46/ 20 dBm

30/ 20 dBm

30/ 20 dBm

TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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Comparison of average cell throughput
Gain for mmWave

Large gain with dense BSs
deployment

10

5

“Black” in heatmap
indicates same cell
throughput in mmWave and 2
GHz

0
-5
-10

Gain over 2 GHz in cell throughput
(in dB)

MmWave bandwidth in MHz

28 GHz Cell throughput

73 GHz Cell throughput

Poor cell throughput
due to severe outage
in sparse mmWave network

Gain for sub-6 GHz

Inter-site distance in meters

2GHz setup: bandwidth fixed as 100 MHz, while ISD varies

Inter-site distance in meters
100	
  m	
  in	
  ISD	
  =	
  	
  128	
  BS/	
  km2
200	
  m	
  in	
  ISD	
  =	
  	
  32	
  BS/	
  km2

MmWave massive  MIMO  benefits  more  from  network  densifications

TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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Comparing mmWave massive vs. small cells
28 GHz
massive
MIMO

73 GHz
massive
MIMO

Sub-6 GHz
Small cell
MIMO

# user/ cell

4

1

1

# BS antenna

16 x 16

40 x 40

2

# User antenna

2x2

5x5

2

Bandwidth

varies

varies

100 MHz

1. Small cell serves its user by 2x2 spatial multiplexing or SISO
2. Assume perfect channel knowledge for small cell case
3. Assume user density 40x macro massive MIMO BS density
Compare throughput per unit area b/w massive MIMO and small cell
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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MmWave massive MIMO vs. sub-6 GHz small cell

MmWave bandwidth in MHz

Keep the same BS density for both

28 GHz massive MIMO
outperforms small cell by
serving more UEs per cell

Gain for massive MIMO
15 dB

0 dB

Inter-site distance of in meters

28 GHz vs 2x2 SM small cell

15 dB
Gain for small cell

Same performance

Inter-site distance in meters

73 GHz vs 2x2 SM small cell

MmWave provides large gain in area throughput in small-cell regime
TFI  Communications  Technology&  Asset  Valuation  Conf.  J an.  21,  2016
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MmWave massive MIMO vs. sub-6 GHz small cell

Keep the same scheduled UE density for both

Gain for massive MIMO
15 dB

MmWave bandwidth in MHz

28 GHz massive MIMO gain
by large BW

0 dB

Same performance

Small cell gain from 4x BS
densification
Inter-site distance of mmWave cells in meters

28 GHz vs 2x2 SM small cell

Inter-site distance of mmWave cells in meters
15 dB
73 GHz vs 2x2 SM small cell
Gain for small cell

MmWave provides large gain in area throughput w/ small ISD
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Conclusions
u

MmWave will be a part of 5G – the only way for per-user Gbps

u

Infrastructure is a key component of a mmWave network

u

The future is bright for mmWave
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